“Lost in love”

By: Brandy Edwards
Premise
A dispirited heart seeks faith for salvation.

Theme
A woman who feels all is lost because she has lost her lover, eventually finds her way through the faith she has always known.

Log-Line
A loving woman who has bad taste in me longs for the one she has lost who is with another, the heart break of being alone causes her to want to take her own life, but before she can she is stopped by her friend who shows her the way to get back to happiness, and in the end she learns to turn to her faith in her time of need.
Treatment

We open to a woman walking into a room, and there seems to be nothing in it until she turns the corner and we see her on the bed with a photo in her hand that she is looking at intensively. Then she turns and we see multiple photos of the same people, a man and a woman. Then you see the woman on the bed again, and you see that she is covering the woman in the photo face up, so she can focus on the man in the photo. Then we see her looking at the photo in despair, and putting her hand to her head.

She then gets up off of the bed, but she can’t seem to take her eyes off the photo of the man. We see her go into a bathroom with the photo. Once she is in the bathroom she stares at herself in the mirror depressingly. She then goes back to stare at the photo, but also pick up a bottle of pills. She puts a small amount of pills in her hand and proceeds to take them. She sees the photo again and begin to take the whole bottle of pills, but before she can we see another woman who comes in to stop her from doing such actions. The lady stares at her with a sad expression, and puts her hand on the woman’s shoulder. We then see the lady grabbing a Bible to put into the woman’s hand, and then she is gone. The woman grabs onto the book for dear life, and then we see her exiting the bathroom. Once she is out of the restroom we see her on the bed reading the Bible. She then looks up to see a poster with the words “Keep calm and pray on,” so then she continues to read more of the book. She grabs the picture she was looking at and slides it inside of the Bible and closes it. We see her going back into the bathroom, and she sets the book down and reaches for the pill bottle. She closes it, and looks herself in the mirror once again, but this time with a smile.
(medium shot of looking at the photo)

(close shot of holding the photo)

(medium shot of walking into bathroom)
(medium shot of looking in the mirror; establishing shot of bathroom)

(medium shot of pills and photo in hand)

( medium close up of pills)
(medium close up of taking pills)

(medium shot of photo)

(medium close up of taking the bottle)
(medium shot; reverse angle)

(medium shot of giving the book)

(medium close up of hand on book)
(medium close up of book and pills)

(medium shot of looking in mirror)

(medium shot of hand on face in mirror)